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Abstract 12 
The effect of cooling rate after solution treatment on the initial structure of concentrated binary 13 
Fe-Cr alloys and the effect of the initial structure on phase separation during subsequent aging 14 
has been investigated. The nano-scale compositional fluctuations in the bulk of the alloys are 15 
studied using small-angle neutron scattering and the results are compared with simulations using 16 
the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook (CHC) model. The alloys investigated represent different mechanisms of 17 
phase separation and at higher Cr content, when spinodal decomposition (SD) is favored, the 18 
initial Cr compositional fluctuations due to slow cooling after solution treatment reduce the 19 
kinetics of phase decomposition, whereas, at lower Cr composition when nucleation and growth 20 
is favored, the kinetics of phase decomposition is more rapid. Regardless of the nominal Cr 21 
composition of the alloy, the phase decomposition after extended aging up to 300 h at 748 K is 22 
always larger for the more non-random initial structure. The CHC modeling of the cooling 23 
process and subsequent initial aging (below 10 h) is in reasonable qualitative agreement with the 24 
experimental results for the Fe-40 wt.% Cr alloy decomposing via SD. However, the modeling 25 
approach must be refined for accurate quantitative modeling of the full SD process, including 26 
coarsening. 27 
Key words: Phase separation, spinodal decomposition, cooling rate, small-angle neutron 28 
scattering, stainless steel 29 
1. Introduction 30 
The body-centered cubic (bcc) and tetragonal (bct) phases in Fe-Cr based alloys, i.e. stainless 31 
steels, will experience phase separation (PS) when they are heat treated within the miscibility 32 
gap. Hence, the assumed initially random alloy decomposes into Fe-rich (α) and Cr-rich (α') 33 
regions, causing the so-called “475 °C embrittlement” with increased hardness and decreased 34 
toughness of the alloy. Since these materials are promising candidates in e.g., future designs of 35 
nuclear power plants [1,2], structural integrity is clearly important and the “475 °C 36 
embrittlement” must be avoided. Currently there are significant research efforts on-going to 37 
study the mechanisms controlling the phase decomposition under different conditions, and to 38 
find ways of mitigating the embrittlement. 39 
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It is known that the bcc/bct phase in solution treated Fe-Cr alloys is not always a random alloy. 40 
Instead, compositional fluctuations of Cr may occur already during the solution treatment and 41 
depends on the solution treatment temperature as well as the cooling rate after solution treatment 42 
[3–11]. Huston et al. [3] simulated spinodal decomposition (SD) during continuous cooling, 43 
using the linearized Cahn-Hilliard model. They suggested a critical cooling rate and that by 44 
exceeding the critical cooling rate SD will be avoided, but if the cooling rate is slower than the 45 
critical rate, decomposition will occur. In their simulations, slower cooling rates led to more 46 
pronounced decomposition. Carmesin et al. [4] further studied SD during continuous cooling by 47 
performing simulations using: the linearized Cahn-Hilliard model specifically incorporating 48 
thermal fluctuations, i.e. the Cook extension, the non-linear Langer-Bar-on-Miller theory (LBM), 49 
and the Monte Carlo technique. Their results indicated that PS evolves faster for samples cooled 50 
with finite rates rather than in an instantaneous process. Later experimental work have also 51 
confirmed that PS can occur in the ferrite during cooling from the solution treatment temperature 52 
in both ferritic and duplex stainless steels [5,6]. The hardness of ferrite in unaged duplex 53 
stainless steels was evaluated to be greater for samples cooled with lower rates and this was 54 
attributed to more severe PS at lower cooling rates [12]. Atom probe tomography measurements 55 
verified that the amplitude of Cr compositional fluctuations was larger for unaged samples that 56 
were cooled at slower rates, and that this initial difference was also present after aging [13]. As 57 
mentioned, it is also known that the solution treatment temperature affects the initial structure. 58 
Vintaykin et al. [7] and LaSalle and Schwartz [8] have shown that solution treatments of Fe-Cr 59 
alloys at different temperatures above the miscibility gap lead to different small-angle neutron 60 
scattering (SANS) results, indicating different microstructures. Moreover, the kinetics of SD was 61 
found to depend on this initial microstructure, and a higher solution treatment temperature 62 
resulted in slower kinetics of SD. Mirebeau et al. [14,15] studied the short range order of Fe-Cr 63 
alloys thermally treated at 703 K by diffuse neutron scattering [16]. They showed that Fe-Cr is 64 
prone to ordering when the Cr content is below 0.107, while clustering occurs when the Cr 65 
content is above 0.107. Theoretical calculations predicted a similar tendency for the short-range 66 
order (SRO) parameter with a change of sign with increasing Cr content [17–21]. The tendency 67 
of Cr clustering in Fe-Cr alloys with higher Cr contents has also been shown by Zhou et al. 68 
[10,11,22].  69 
As portrayed in the literature survey above, the initial structure is an important factor when it 70 
comes to predicting the evolution of PS during aging. The cooling rate after solution treatment 71 
seems to affect the initial structure and it is therefore important to have a greater understanding 72 
of the effect of cooling rates, and also its alloying dependence in continuous cooling 73 
experiments. Furthermore, studying the aging behavior of samples cooled in different ways 74 
might improve our understanding of the effect of the initial structure on PS. Thus, in the present 75 
work we conducted a systematic investigation of the effect of cooling rate after solution 76 
treatment on the initial structure of Fe-Cr alloys and, furthermore, the effect of the initial 77 
structure on PS during subsequent aging. The initial structure after solution treatment and the 78 
kinetics of PS are investigated using small-angle neutron scattering (SANS). SANS theories 79 
consider the structure factor which can be directly linked to Cahn-Hilliard (CH) model. 80 
Therefore, the experimental results are compared to simulations using the linearized Cahn-81 
Hilliard-Cook (CHC) model.     82 
2. Methodology 83 
Binary Fe-Cr alloys with chemical compositions listed in Table 1 were prepared by vacuum arc 84 
melting. Fe-20Cr and Fe-40Cr alloys were cut into around 10×10×1.7 mm3 samples, whereas Fe-85 
25Cr and Fe-35Cr alloys were cut into around 5×5×1.7 mm3 samples. Thereafter, all samples 86 
were solution treated at 1373 K for 2 h in a slight overpressure of pure argon. The cooling after 87 
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solution treatment was performed in two ways: i) furnace cooling (FC) or ii) quenching in brine 88 
(BQ). The entire cooling process from solution treatment temperature to room temperature for 89 
FC samples was tFC=5.5 h and the cooling through the temperature interval where the PS kinetics 90 
is reasonably fast, i.e. 573-853 K [23] was 73 min giving an average cooling rate of ~ 4 K/min 91 
(the cooling rate is 5.7 K/min at 853 K and 3 K/min at 573 K). Both FC and BQ samples were 92 
then aged at 748 K for up to 300 h as detailed in Table 1. The thermal cycles are also 93 
schematically shown in Fig. 1. For simplicity, the sample notation from hereon is: cooling 94 
method, alloy composition and aging time. For example, FC20Cr1 represents alloy Fe-20Cr 95 
cooled by FC and aged at 748 K for 1 h. The unaged samples are represented by zero aging time.  96 
Table 1. Chemical compositions of Fe-Cr alloys (wt.%) and the isothermal aging times at 748 
K. FC and BQ represent furnace cooling and quenching in brine, respectively. 
Alloy Cr C Si Mn S P N Ni Fe 
Cooling 
process 
Aging time (h) 
20Cr 19.8 0.002 0.03 0.11 0.004 0.005 0.008 -- Bal. FC 0, 1, 10, 300 
          BQ 0, 1, 10, 300 
25Cr 25.28 0.002 0.09 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.009 0.03 Bal. FC 0, 300 
          BQ 0, 300 
35Cr 36.10 0.005 0.09 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.008 0.02 Bal. FC 0, 300 
          BQ 0, 300 
40Cr 41.09 0.007 0.105 0.114 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.02 Bal. FC 0, 1, 10, 300 
          BQ 0, 1, 10, 300 
 97 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the heat treatment cycles imposed on the different samples (vC is the 98 
cooling rate). 99 
The samples were ground and polished by sand papers (up to P1200 grit) to 1.5 mm thickness in 100 
order to remove the oxide layer prior to the neutron experiments. The LOQ diffractometer at the 101 
ISIS Pulsed Neutron Source (Oxfordshire, UK) was used for SANS measurements. This 102 
instrument uses the time-of-flight technique, coupled with a broad range of incident neutron 103 
wavelengths and two position-sensitive detectors, a multi-wire proportional gas counter and an 104 
annular scintillator area detector [24], to provide a simultaneous scattering vector range of 0.008 105 
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 Q  1.4 Å-1 (where Q = 4πsinθ/λ, 2θ is the scattering angle, and λ is the wavelength). The 106 
neutron beam was collimated to a diameter of 4 mm and data were collected for 2 h per sample 107 
at room temperature. The raw SANS data were corrected for the efficiency and spatial linearity 108 
of the detectors, instrumental background, sample transmission and illuminated volume using the 109 
Mantid framework (version 3.2.1) [25,26], to yield the macroscopic coherent differential 110 
scattering cross section ( ( ) /Q  ) as a function of Q. This was then placed onto an absolute 111 
scale using the scattering from a standard sample (a partially-deuterated polymer blend of known 112 
molecular weight) [27]. ( ) /Q  , colloquially called the intensity, I(Q), is directly related to 113 
both the nuclear and magnetic nanostructure of the alloys. But in this study, the nuclear and 114 
magnetic scattering were not separated (using a saturating magnetic field) since the prior reports 115 
[8,28–30] have claimed that the nuclear and magnetic scattering have a similar Q-dependence at 116 
Q>0.05 Å-1 for the early stage of phase separation. The magnetic scattering from magnetic 117 
domains mainly contributes to I(Q) at low-Q (Q<0.05 Å-1), and it will not interfere with the 118 
length-scale of interest in this study, i.e. the length-scale of Cr fluctuations, when I(Q) is 119 
averaged over all directions [8,28–30]. 120 
In the two-phase model, where the second phase (precipitate) is embedded in the matrix, 121 
assuming the precipitates are identical and the concentration of the precipitates is high, I(Q) can 122 
be generally expressed as [31–33] 123 
2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P PI Q N V P Q S Q     (1) 124 
where NP is the number density of precipitates, VP is the volume of a precipitate (such that 125 
NPVP=P, the volume fraction), and Δδ=ρp-ρm is the difference in neutron scattering length 126 
density between the precipitate (ρp) and matrix (ρm). (Δδ)2 is called the scattering contrast which 127 
is critical to distinguish the precipitate from the matrix. It also indicates the composition 128 
difference between the precipitate and matrix since ρp and ρm are determined by the respective 129 
phase compositions [33]. P(Q) is the single-particle form factor which depends on the shape and 130 
size of the considered precipitate domain [34]. S(Q), the structure factor, is the Fourier transform 131 
of the static pair correlation function, which describes the correlation between precipitates. When 132 
the concentration of precipitates is low, S(Q)1, meaning the inter-precipitate correlations can 133 
be neglected and the scattering is dominated by P(Q) [31,32]. However, when the concentration 134 
of precipitates is high, S(Q) endows I(Q) with an interference peak that becomes more 135 
pronounced as the correlations become more definitive. The position (QP) of this interference 136 
peak represents an average characteristic length scale (d), through d=2π/QP [33]. In this study, 137 
Fe-20Cr decomposes via a non-classical nucleation and growth (NG) mechanism to give a 138 
structure consisting of α' particles and α matrix, d is the average distance between α' domains 139 
[23,35]. Fe-25Cr is in the transition region between NG and SD and, hence, a structure with both 140 
particle and interconnected features could be present [23,36,37]. The alloy composition is in the 141 
NG region according to available thermodynamic descriptions (at 748 K, the spinodal limit in the 142 
Fe-rich side is at 29.7 at.% [37] and 35.7 at.% [38]). It is therefore believed that the Fe-25Cr 143 
alloy mainly decompose via NG. On the other hand, Fe-35Cr and Fe-40Cr mainly decompose via 144 
SD leading to an interconnected structure [37]. In these alloys d is the average wavelength 145 
characterizing the spinodal structure. The above description also implies that the peak intensity 146 
(IP) is an indicator of the evolution of the nanostructures as has been previously shown 147 
[30,39,40]. QP and IP were determined from the SANS patterns as described by Xu et al. [40] 148 
using the similar method as in [30]. To accomplish this, the scattering due to PS was isolated by 149 
subtracting the background signal as shown in Fig. 2. In this study, the I(Q) of BQ unaged 150 
samples was treated as that of homogeneous samples without decomposition due to Q-151 
independent scattering beyond Q=0.1 Å-1. As shown in Fig. 2a, the SANS of BQ unaged samples 152 
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can be fitted by a power law function. Therefore, the background of different conditions were 153 
fitted in the same way, namely, by a power law function of the form, Ib=x+yQ
z, see Fig. 2b. Then 154 
I(Q) was normalized by Ib such that, In=I(Q)/Ib and the plot of In vs. log Q was fitted by a 155 
Gaussian function, IG (Fig. 2c). Finally, the scattering function for PS, IPS, was separated as 156 
IPS=Ib(IG-1) (Fig. 2d). Since IG ≥ 1, these procedures ensure that all the data have positive 157 
intensities after subtracting the background. 158 
 159 
Fig. 2 Schematic of fitting the scattering functions and quantifying the PS: (a) fitting of data of 160 
BQ unaged samples; (b) fitting of background, Ib, by a power law function of the form, Ib=x+yQ
z, 161 
(c) fitting of the normalized signal, In=I(Q)/Ib, by a Gaussian function, IG; (d) the scattering 162 
function for phase separation, IPS, was separated as IPS=Ib(IG-1). QP and IP are the peak position 163 
and peak intensity.  164 
The PS during cooling and subsequent isothermal aging at 748 K was simulated for BQ40Cr and 165 
FC40Cr alloys using the CHC model. The structure factor S(Q,t) in the CHC framework can be 166 
written as [8,41]: 167 
 2 202 2( , ) exp 2 ( '' 2 )'' 2 '' 2
RT RT
S Q t S M f Q Q t
f Q f Q

 
 
      
  
    (2) 168 
where S0=S(Q,t=0) is the initial structure factor, f″ is the second derivative of the molar Gibbs 169 
energy with respect to the mole fraction of Cr taken from the Thermo-Calc Software TCFE8 170 
Steels/Fe-alloys database version 8 (the binodal solubility limits at 748 K are at 15.7 and 88.3 171 
at.% Cr, and f" is -7.35×103 J/mol at 748 K) [42], κ is the gradient energy coefficient: 172 
κ=a2L0CrFe/2, a  is the interaction distance taken to be 2.5 Å and L0CrFe is the regular solution 173 
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parameter: L0CrFe=20500-9.68T [38]. R and T are the gas constant and absolute temperature, 174 
respectively. M is the atomic mobility: M=x0(1-x0)[x0MFe+(1-x0)MCr], where x0 is the average 175 
molar content of Cr, and MFe and MCr are the atomic mobilities for Cr and Fe, respectively. The 176 
atomic mobilities were taken from the Thermo-Calc Software MOBFE2 Steels/Fe-alloys 177 
database version 2 [43]. For the BQ condition S0=1, assuming that no PS takes place during the 178 
quenching. On the other hand, for the FC condition a function 179 
( -2 -4 -7 -12 3 4 5010 -3.29 11377-13.19 8.64 6.46 -5.10 10 100T t t t t t     , where T is temperature, 180 
t is time) was fitted to the experimental cooling curve in Fig. 1. This cooling cycle was then used 181 
to calculate the structure factor according to eq. (2) after discretizing the cooling cycle in discrete 182 
temperature steps. A similar procedure was suggested by Carmesin et al. [4]. The furnace 183 
cooling started at 1377 K and ended at room temperature. For each new temperature step the 184 
structure factor S calculated in the prior step was set to S0. In this way the effect of a finite 185 
cooling rate on the PS could be simulated. The final structure factor at room temperature was 186 
then used as S0 in eq. (2) for the isothermal aging at 748 K assuming that the heating from room 187 
temperature to the aging temperature was so rapid that no additional PS could take place.  188 
 189 
3. Results 190 
Fig.3 shows the SANS data of Fe-Cr alloys subjected to different cooling rates after solution 191 
treatment, and then aging for different times at 748 K. As can be seen in Fig. 3a, the data of 192 
unaged samples from the same alloys are significantly different when comparing the two 193 
different conditions BQ and FC. After a steady decrease in intensity in the low-Q range, the 194 
SANS data of the BQ samples level off beyond Q=0.1 Å-1, i.e. no nano-scale structure is evident. 195 
However, the FC unaged samples do show a nano-scale structure with a broad correlation peak 196 
appearing in the scattering data. All scattering data of the aged samples have this type of shape 197 
and it should be interpreted as PS in both unaged FC and aged samples. The slight convex 198 
curvature of the scattering data at low-Q is most likely due to some oxide inclusions that were 199 
identified using scanning electron microscopy, but since the length-scale is not interfering with 200 
the PS it is simply neglected from hereon as well as in the background fitting.  201 
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 202 
Fig. 3 SANS data of Fe-Cr cooled at different rates: (a) unaged, (b) 1 h aging, (c) 10 h aging, (d) 203 
100 h aging and (e) 300 h aging. Note that the error bar is quite small and covered by the 204 
symbols. 205 
The quantification of d and IP for the different conditions is tabulated in Table 2 and it can be 206 
seen that FC unaged samples have relatively large IP, which means that the samples have 207 
decomposed, and the d values show the length-scale of the decomposition. The values of d and IP 208 
for FC unaged samples are comparable to, or even larger than, those of BQ samples aged for 10 209 
h from the same alloys, though the entire FC process time is shorter than 10 h. These results 210 
indicate that the size of α' and the compositional fluctuations in the unaged FC samples are 211 
already quite well developed.  212 
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Table 2 Characteristic distance, d, and peak intensity, IP, of different alloy compositions and 
aging conditions. 
Alloy conditions d (Å) IP (cm-1) Alloy conditions d (Å) IP (cm-1) 
BQ20Cr1 13.8±0.4 0.04±0.007 BQ35Cr300 40.6±0.2 1.50±0.34 
BQ20Cr10 13.9±0.6 0.05±0.009 FC35Cr0 44.0±0.3 0.21±0.02 
BQ20Cr100 26.3±0.4 0.05±0.005 FC35Cr300 51.8±0.1 3.87±0.53 
BQ20Cr300 31.6±0.5 0.09±0.01 BQ40Cr1 19.4±0.4 0.06±0.005 
FC20Cr0 30.9±0.8 0.03±0.007 BQ40Cr10 32.2±0.3 0.31±0.02 
FC20Cr1 37.2±0.4 0.07±0.01 BQ40Cr100 39.4±0.2 1.36±0.03 
FC20Cr10 42.0±0.4 0.10±0.01 BQ40Cr300 44.0±0.1 2.27±0.26 
FC20Cr100 50.7±0.2 0.55±0.03 FC40Cr0 43.1±0.3 0.23±0.02 
FC20Cr300 59.5±0.1 1.43±0.06 FC40Cr1 44.2±0.3 0.28±0.02 
BQ25Cr300 33.6±0.3 0.33±0.04 FC40Cr10 43.7±0.5 0.47±0.04 
FC25Cr0  41.7±0.5 0.11±0.01 FC40Cr100 46.2±0.1 2.37±0.20 
FC25Cr300 55.3±0.1 2.51±0.25 FC40Cr300 50.6±0.1 3.94±0.62 
 213 
For aged samples, the peak in the SANS data for FC samples is more pronounced than for the 214 
BQ samples for the same alloy, exposed to the same aging treatment (Fig. 3 and Table 2). The 215 
values of d and IP of FC samples are larger than those of BQ samples. This indicates that samples 216 
with slower cooling rates have larger characteristic distances and composition amplitudes and/or 217 
volume fraction of the precipitate. It should be noted that the difference caused by the applied 218 
cooling process after solution treatment is still large after 300 h aging, though the FC process 219 
time is rather short in comparison with the aging time of 300 h. For the same thermal treatment, 220 
alloys with higher Cr content generally have larger d, and IP with the exception for d of the FC 221 
samples that have been aged for 300 h. These samples have rather similar d.  222 
Theoretical models have illustrated that the evolution of QP, and therefore d, and IP with aging 223 
time can be described by power laws, namely, 
a
PQ t
 , ad t , and bPI t  [44–46]. As shown 224 
in Fig. 4a and b, a for BQ 20Cr and 40Cr is 0.16 and 0.10, and for FC20Cr and FC40Cr it is 0.10 225 
and 0.03, respectively. d of FC40Cr does not change much within the aging period, while d of 226 
other conditions has an obvious increase. b for BQ20Cr and BQ40Cr is 0.12 and 0.66, and for 227 
FC20Cr and FC40Cr it is 0.64 and 0.46, respectively. Hence, the kinetics of PS during aging is 228 
slower for FC40Cr than for BQ40Cr according to both a and b. This is consistent with the results 229 
of the Monte Carlo simulations by Hyde et al. [47]. They found that slower cooling rates result in 230 
smaller a during aging for a simple A-B alloy with cubic lattice. The above a values also indicate 231 
that the decomposition is still in the early stage and that they have not reached the coarsening 232 
stage where 
1/3d t  as shown in [36] based on the theories of Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner [48,49] 233 
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and Huse [50]. On the other hand, for Fe-20Cr, d of the FC samples increases slower with aging 234 
time compared to that of the BQ samples, whereas, IP shows the opposite trend. d and IP of 235 
FC20Cr and BQ20Cr are significantly different after 300 h aging. By contrast, d and IP of 236 
FC40Cr and BQ40Cr almost converge after 300 h aging. The differences between values for 237 
BQ35Cr and FC35Cr are also smaller than that of Fe-25Cr, see Fig. 4 and Table 2. Though the 238 
effect of the cooling rate should eventually be eliminated for all alloys, the differences fade faster 239 
during aging for alloys with higher Cr content.  240 
 241 
Fig. 4 Values of (a) d and (b) IP. The values of Fe-20Cr and Fe-40Cr alloys are fitted by power 242 
laws using the linear regression approach. The linear regression coefficient R2 for the fitting of d 243 
is: R2(20Cr BQ)=0.86, R2(20Cr FC)=0.91, R2(40Cr BQ)=0.65, R2(40Cr FC)=0.99, and for the 244 
fitting of IP is: R
2(20Cr BQ)=0.93, R2(20Cr FC)=0.99, R2(40Cr BQ)=0.93, R2(40Cr FC)=0.94. 245 
 246 
The simulated structure factor at 748 K aging for the BQ condition can be seen in Fig. 5a and d. 247 
Here the atomic mobility M  in eq. (2) was adjusted to 3.1×10-27 m2mol/Js so the characteristic 248 
distance d for t=1 h between the experiments (d=19.4 Å from Table 2) and simulations (d=19.8 249 
Å) was as close as possible. This mobility was then used for the remaining simulations of aging 250 
at 748 K for the BQ and FC conditions. The simulated time was restricted to t=10 h since longer 251 
times resulted in an unrealistically large structure factor. This is not surprising since the 252 
linearized CHC should be valid only for early stages of PS. Comparing the characteristic 253 
distance from experiments for BQ40Cr10 (d=32.2 Å) and simulations (d=27.8 Å), the agreement 254 
is considered to be reasonable.   255 
The simulated structure factors during FC can be seen in Fig. 5b. Outside the miscibility gap 256 
[38], the structure factor changes only slightly but once inside the miscibility gap and inside the 257 
spinodal, a clear peak in the structure factors develops, i.e. PS occurs during cooling, and it has a 258 
distinct characteristic distance, see Fig. 5b. As the temperature is decreased, d becomes smaller 259 
and the peak intensity, S(QP,t), becomes larger. This is consistent with the results from Carmesin 260 
et al. [4]. When the temperature is lowered below about 700 K, d and S(QP,t) remain almost the 261 
same.  262 
The effect of a finite cooling rate on the microstructure evolution during aging at 748 K is clearly 263 
seen in Fig. 5c and d, where the characteristic distance starts from a much higher value compared 264 
to the BQ condition. Although the absolute values of d are not in perfect agreement with 265 
experiments the trend is qualitatively captured by the CHC model. From Fig. 5d, it can be seen 266 
that d of FC is almost unchanged with aging time, while d of BQ increases with aging time. In 267 
addition, the coherent differential cross section, I(Q)CHC, derived from S(Q,t) is presented 268 
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together with the experimental results in Fig. 5e and f.  The maximum value, I(QP)CHC, of 269 
I(Q)CHC, is also shown for comparison with experimental values in Fig. 5d. I(Q)CHC is calculated 270 
in the same way as in [8,9]: 271 
2( = (1 )( ) ( , )CHC v Cr Cr Cr FeI Q N x x b b S Q t ）         (3) 272 
where Nv=8.427×10
22 cm-3 is the atomic number density of Fe-40Cr, xCr=42.76 at. % is the 273 
atomic fraction of Cr, bCr=3.635×10
-13 cm, bFe=9.45×10
-13 cm [51] are the scattering length of Cr 274 
and Fe, respectively. I(Q)CHC corresponds to the nuclear scattering. LaSalle and Schwartz [8] 275 
reported that the nuclear and magnetic scattering of Fe-Cr have the identical Q dependence at the 276 
early stage of SD and the ratio of the nuclear scattering intensity to the total intensity is around 277 
0.55 for Fe-32%Cr [28]. Therefore, IPS from SANS is multiplied by 0.55 and shown as ISANS in 278 
Fig. 5e and f, and the maximum value of ISANS is shown as I(QP)SANS in Fig. 5d. I(QP)CHC and 279 
I(QP)SANS both show the trend that the difference in the initial structure fade during aging, but the 280 
absolute values are somewhat different and, also, I(QP)CHC implies faster kinetics. The agreement 281 
between ICHC and ISANS is lower after 10 h aging as compared to 1 h aging, see Fig. 5e and f. The 282 
modelling results indicate that the kinetics of PS is faster for the BQ conditions than for the FC 283 
conditions, which is in good agreement with the SANS results. It should be pointed out that the 284 
excellent fitting of the SANS data by the CHC model in [8,9] is due to that f″, M and κ were used 285 
as fitting parameters, varying for each aging condition, instead of taking physically assessed 286 
quantities.  287 
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 288 
Fig. 5 Evolution of the structure factor, S(Q,t), of Fe-40Cr simulated by the linearized CHC 289 
model: (a) BQ from 1377 K to room temperature followed by aging at 748 K for different times, 290 
(b) FC from 1377 K to room temperature (the temperature of  the miscibility gap, TMG=~900 K 291 
[38]), (c) aging of FC at 748 K for different times, (d) comparison of the evolution of d and I(QP) 292 
during aging between CHC modeling and SANS, the intensity from SANS, ISANS, and linearized 293 
CHC model, ICHC, for (e) BQ conditions and (f) FC conditions. 294 
   295 
4. Discussion 296 
 297 
The experimental results presented in the present work show the effect of different cooling rates 298 
on the subsequent PS during aging of binary Fe-Cr alloys with different compositions. It is clear 299 
that the effect of the cooling rate is composition dependent and that slow cooling, that could arise 300 
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when thicker gauge sections are cooled after manufacturing, will lead to PS during the cooling 301 
process. This difference in the initial structure will then affect the subsequent aging kinetics and 302 
it was found that the PS kinetics will be slower for slowly cooled samples when the nominal Cr 303 
composition is 40 wt.%, whereas it will be faster for samples with a nominal Cr composition of 304 
20 wt.%. This difference in PS kinetics is most likely due to the difference in PS mechanisms for 305 
different Cr compositions. Alloys with a low Cr content (e.g. 20 wt.%) are believed to 306 
decompose via NG and during slow cooling the initial nuclei will form, and these will grow and 307 
coarsen during the isothermal aging at 748 K. The process at 748 K  is then mainly diffusion-308 
controlled and comparing with the BQ samples where nucleation, growth and coarsening of the 309 
particles is a concurrent process it is reasonable to suggest that the FC samples would experience 310 
more rapid PS kinetics. 311 
On the other hand, in alloys with a high Cr content (e.g. 40 wt.% Cr), which are believed to 312 
decompose via SD, the slow cooling will lead to the development of sinusoidal waves of a longer 313 
dominant wavelength since it depends on the critical wavelength, which increases with 314 
increasing temperature. In contrast, the BQ samples will have a shorter dominant wavelength 315 
during the aging since the critical wavelength at 748 K is smaller. Since SD is diffusion-316 
controlled it is reasonable to assume that the PS kinetics would be slower for the longer 317 
wavelength structure due to the longer diffusion distance, i.e. this is most likely why the PS is 318 
slower for the FC than for the BQ initial samples when the Cr content of the alloy is 40 wt.%.  319 
Comparing the experimental results with the CHC modeling results for the Fe-40Cr alloy, it is 320 
found that the model predictions can qualitatively capture the difference of the initial structures 321 
between BQ and FC as well as its effect on the aging kinetics in the early stage of SD. The early 322 
stage of SD can here be identified as aging at 748 K for less than 10 h, since already at 10 h, the 323 
exponential evolution of the structure factor intensity is starting to shoot-off and will become 324 
unreasonable, and in poor agreement with the experimental results. It should be noted that in 325 
practice the interesting time frames at 748 K are in the order of 10 h. The mechanical properties 326 
of the alloys will already then be affected and it has been shown in e.g. [52,53] that the impact 327 
toughness of these types of model alloys may be very low after aging for 10 h at 748 K and 773 328 
K, in that case. Though the trend was predicted by the modeling, ICHC has a much higher peak 329 
intensity than ISANS  for the 10 h aging condition in Fig. 5e and f. This may be attributed to the 330 
linearization of the Cahn-Hilliard model, which includes the use of a constant M and a constant 331 
f". This is a rather crude assumption and will break down for long aging times. Here M was 332 
derived for BQ40Cr1 and remained the same for other conditions in the simulations since there is 333 
a lack of an accurate description of the composition dependent M. Better descriptions of M 334 
should be pursued, which was also pointed out by Nastar [54] in the comparison between CH 335 
and Self-Consistent Mean Field theories.  Moreover, the driving force for SD should be different 336 
at different stages due to varying composition gradients. Hence, f" should differ at different 337 
stages of SD too. However, this is hard to handle in the linearized CHC model. More realistic 338 
modeling predictions of a larger part of the PS process would be highly desirable. It should be 339 
possible to move in that direction by implementing the non-linearized Cahn-Hilliard model and 340 
considering composition dependent M as well as changing f". Moreover, it is necessary to look 341 
more in detail on κ, because this term is controlling the sharpness of the interfaces of the 342 
decomposing nano-structure. 343 
It should, however, be emphasized that there are additional factors connected to the initial 344 
structure that will affect the PS aging kinetics. Cr clustering that arises due to the short-range 345 
order tendency above the miscibility gap [10,14,15,22,55–57] is one such factor and it cannot be 346 
fully handled within a continuum approach such as the Cahn-Hilliard model. This effect is likely 347 
to be a contributing factor to the deviation between ICHC and ISANS in Fig. 5f. However, it has 348 
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been found that, at present, this effect seems to be difficult to handle even with atomistic 349 
simulations [11]. Further work on the modeling of the effect of the initial structure on the PS 350 
kinetics is therefore necessary to find a viable modeling route. 351 
 352 
5. Conclusions 353 
In the present work it is found that the cooling process after solution treatment of Fe-Cr alloys 354 
has a significant effect on the structure, and further, this structure will significantly affect the 355 
phase separation (PS) evolution during subsequent aging at 748 K. The alloys investigated 356 
represent different mechanisms of PS and at higher Cr content, when spinodal decomposition 357 
(SD) is favored, the initial Cr compositional fluctuations due to slow cooling after solution 358 
treatment reduce the kinetics of phase decomposition, whereas, at lower Cr composition when 359 
nucleation and growth (NG) is favored, the kinetics of phase decomposition is more rapid. 360 
Regardless of the nominal Cr composition of the alloy, the phase decomposition after extended 361 
aging up to 300 h at 748 K is always larger for the more non-random initial structure. The Cahn-362 
Hilliard-Cook modeling of the cooling process and subsequent initial aging (up to about 10 h) is 363 
in reasonable qualitative agreement with the experimental results for the Fe-40 wt.% Cr alloy 364 
decomposing via SD. However, the modeling approach must be refined to enable accurate 365 
quantitative continuum modeling of the full SD process, including coarsening. Furthermore, the 366 
local atomic arrangement during the whole thermal cycle should be considered in physical 367 
modeling to be able to make fully accurate predictions of phase separation in Fe-Cr alloys. 368 
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